Method to Lead Jumu‘ah

In principle, praying regular and Friday salah with Jamat is a heavily stressed upon instruction as per the Islamic teachings. However, in the light of the recent developments of the Novel Coronavirus and its rapid spread, and the instructions from the government and medical authorities, it has been instructed to refrain from large gatherings. Therefore the method of performing jumu‘ah is being explained, so that people praying jumu‘ah at homes, offices etc. can follow these instructions.

1- Presence of an imam (a person who will lead) and at least 3 sane, adult, male attendees
2- It is preferable that the imam motivates the attendees to perform excessive tawbah, istighfar and giving sadaqah
3- Azan should be called
4- First and second khutbah should be recited with a pause in between (where the imam should sit down for a few moments)
5- Iqamah should be called followed by two raka‘ah salah (where recitation should be performed loudly)
Note 1: The first and second Khutbah has been provided on the next page of this document

Note 2: The individuals who are unable to pray jumu‘ah should pray regular Zuhr salah (i.e. with 4 fardh raka‘ah)
First Khutbah of Jumu’ah


Second Khutbah of Jumu’ah